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W. H.TAFT,

!'

1

d

-

PRESIDENT

,

Washington, Mar. 4. Swept by a
blizzard early today, and though Pre
sident-elec- t
William H. Tan m&istea
almost to the tost minute that' his inauguration should he held In front of
the capitol building, as had been an
nounced, the committee on arrange
ments finally decided that the ceremonies should ibe held in the senate
eiftmiber. Mr. Taft said he did not
mind the wind and snow in the least,
but Senator Knox, In charge of the
program, declared it would be unwise to subject the aged chief Justice
and older members of the senate to
adverse weather conditions.
A wet. clinging snow, driven be
fore a ' stinging " northwest wind, fell
throughout the night and wrought
havoc with telephone and telegraph
lines, completely cutting off the capi
tal city from communication with
the remainder of the country for ma
ny hours. Snow and slush Oiled tine
streets to the ' depth of a Coot or
more in places, ynurwh
threshed
many of the city's prettiest decorations to shreds and
the immense reviewing stands ' i along .'thej lme of
anarch were made uninhabitable.
Presidentelect Taft: aW:Mrs.: Taft
spent last hightat the" white- - House
as guests of President and Mrs.
Roosevelt. "I always knew it would
be a cold day when 1 was made President of the United States," was the
laughing remark of Mr. Taft as he
.looked out the White House windows
"
..
upon arising.
In
met
the
When he
the President
'breakfast room this morning Mr.
greeting
to
the man he was to
Taft's
succeed was, "Mr. President, even
the elements protest."
I knew there
"Mr. President-elecwould be a blizzard clear up to the
time I went out of office," was the
response.
Notwithstanding the fury of the
storm outside, there was happiness
and mirth Inside the White House up
to the moment when Mr. Taft and
the President started for .the capitol
Considerable amusement was derived
from the persistency with, which the
weather bureau officials prophesied
that inauguration day would 'be an
ideal one. Prof. Willis L. Moore, In
charge of the weather service, sent
a message to Mr. Taft last night, assuring him through a veil of .blinding snow that he would take the oath
of office under cloudless skies, with
a flood of sunshine and a tempera
ture of about 40 degrees. With the!
break of day the prophecy was found
to be an empty dream.
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The man who pays the other fellow's taxes and interest. To which
class do you belong?
ROSWELL BUILDING

&

LOAN

t,

ASS'N.

R. H.McCtiNE Secy. Mgr.

E. A CAHOON, President.

-

.

Rooming house, close (brought here (for her health pome
WANTED:
In, furnished or unfurnished. ' Ad- months ago. She leaves a mother, a
mothtl h us, band and four children. The
dress Box 471.
er and husband will leave Saturday
morning to take the body to the old
Death From Tuberculosis.
home at Hersher, 111.
Mrs. W. C. Van Doren, aged 31 ears
Prank Coe is Improving his residied last night at nine o'clock at har
home near South Spring, after a long dence on Kentucky avenue with a coShe was lonial porch.
illness of tuberculosis.

rji r

Mr. Taft
President .Roosevelt-anwere escorted to the capitol promptly
at the hour set, their- progress thru
the ihiinding enow being met with
cheers from a thtn fringe of spectators who . braved the elements and
stood ankle deep in the snow and
siusb along Pennsylvania avenue. The
presidential party reached the capitol
Ibuildlng at 11 o'clock and were ush
ered to the President's room in the
senate wing.
Taft s Inauguration immediately
followed that of Sherman as vice
president, which was carried out ac
cording to the original program. The
distinguished company which gather
ed in the senate to witness the inaug
uration of the vice president simply
remained in their places in the cham
ber to view the more. Impressive ceremonies attending the induction of. the
new chief executive of the nation.
President Roosevelt, arm in arm
with President-elec- t
Taft, entered the
crowded senate chamber shortly after
twelve o clock. The appearance of the
two chief figures in ttte events of the
day was the signal for a spontaneous
outburst of applause.
iVlee' President Fairbanks adminis
tered to Sherman the brief oath of
office, after .which the latter made a
ihrief address. He then rapped for or
der that the further business of ln- auguration of a new president might
proceed. .
Chief Justice 'Fuller administered
simply': the oath of fealty to the con
stitution rand laws olthe United
States.- President Taft .kissed the Bi- 4x1 e and turned and received congrat
ulations from his predecessor in of-nce, wien oeuvered nis inaugural ad
dress lh abbreviated form, leaving the
iau text tor tne newspapers of the
cbnntry to acquaint the people with.
At tne conclusion. President Taft joined his wife and Vice President and
Mrs. Sherman and was driven to the
White Roose.
ExtPrestdent ,RwvAlt wallrari nnr
of the capitol amid a cheering throng
and escorted 'by a thousand members
of the New York Republican Olub
was driven to the union station several (blocks away and hoarded the
train for Oyster Bay.
Washlneton. Mtv i rii o
The storm hern
um
dented, Mowing, sleeting and snow
ing
i nignt. it is snowing hard
-

.

-

now and everything is almost at a
standstill. Tfie streets are full of ice,
snow and sleet.
(Bulletin, 11:25 a. m.) It is still
storming and the streets in all directions are filled with snow and slush.
Great crowds are on the streets regardless of weather conditions. Presi
dent Roosevelt and President-elec- t
Taft reached the capitol at 10:40 a.
m. in a carriage accompanied by secret service men and the committee
of arrangements. The inaugural cere
monies take place in the United
States Supreme Court room and in
the senate chamber.
Communication Difficult.
New York, Mar. 4. The city of
Washington was isolated from communication with the rest of the coun
try, after about 4:00 a. m. today y
a heavy scow storm which brought
down a great many telephone and
telegraph wires and rendered others
unworkable. At 8:80 the telephone
companies - reported
and telegraph
that they were unable to communicate with Washington from any direction.
At 3:30 this morning when the latest news report came out of Wash- .

.

Christian Church
Tonight.

nine o'clock this morning, were ad
vised that there was no communication between Richmond and Washington, that the storm was very se..
vere. and that they were unable to
find several trains.
People Could Not Reach Capital.
Baltimore, Md., (By United Wireless to Washington, Mar. 4. Thousands of people bound for the inaugural ceremonies in Washington
were
detained here today iby reason of paralysis of train traffic resulting from
the blizzard. 'For hours Baltimore was
cut off from communication with the
outside iworld.
More About the Storrru.
Norfolk, Mar. 4. A storm of great
velocity swept through eastern
Maryland and North Carolina last night, with a maximum wind
velocity at Cape Hatteras of
miles an hour. During the early morning the wind brought freezing weather. Many cities and towns, particularly along the coast, reported serious storms.
-
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65 and 44.

PlMMS

215 North

Parsons

BROKERS

Mala

Son

fifty-tw- o

(SELL YOU ANYTHING)
Acreage inside corporation, North or South Hill,
to $65 00
f 50.00
A home for f 10,000.00,
$6,000.00, 3,500, $2,500
to $650,00

-

lie

Ask Parsons

Has a customer who wants
to trade vacant lots for a res

&

Knows

JR.,

LEWIS,

HUGH

Labor Agency, Notary.

9
9

O

""Idence.

.

1

Tltoe

ROOM 11, OK LA. BLOCK.
ington it was still snowing there and
Phone No. 8.
the streets were covered with snow
and slush. At that time the only
means of communication with Washington was by way of the South.
Trains Lost in the Storm.
A. C. Miller came up from Hager-ma- n
Louisville, Ky., Mar. 4. The offtoday on business.
icials of the Chesapeake and
Ohio
railroad, in communication with their
D. R. Patrick, of Dexter, was in the
offices in Richmond shortly ibefore city today.
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Off IFVesidleoDtt Taffti
Will Be Celebrated Today

but
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"Who Then Can Be Saved,"

--

-
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The Inauguration of Our "New Sfstem"
Has Long Since Been Celebrated and tlie Good Work Is Still Going On...

EVERYCODY KNOWS

That Clothes don't v makd the
man, but every little helps, and our
line will help more than any other
,

--

Note the Following Further Reductions in Every Day Table Supplies;

.

100 lbs. Tine Granulated Sugar $5.30

we know.
The new spring clothing has every little featuTe required of the well
dressed young man of today, such as
rounded corners:at bottom . and on
collar and lapel, cuffs on .sleeves,
slanting pockets, and all other small,
details that stamp them as fashion's
ready-to-we-

ar

latest;-

"

:';

-

6 Corn
Combination Case
6 Tomatoes
Plymouth Rock
6 Beans
6 Peas
Canned Vegetables
One Box of Sweet Naval Oranges

i lb Walter Bakers' Chocolate

26c can Price Baking: Powder
25c can K. C. Baking Powder.

-

regu-

"

1.2&

S:

Fclr
1:2 cf
c:

j

S YOJ

tins

.

25c

.

.85c

. 90c
$1.00
84c
. 70c

..45c
$1.10
. $1.10

.$1.15

tin of Honey
.

" "

"

,

...

Quality Macaroni.... ......
.
" Full Cream Cheese.. ....
'.
Varmecelll or Spagetti .
lfte
Fancy iSagiiab Walnuta per pound . .
Fancy aoftt qfeeHwd Pecans per pound.
J umbo roaatod Peannta per pound ...

lfio
25c

--

.

mmmm

5?c

-

.

dos Great Western Kraut.

1 40c
1 65c

;

Mm

20c
20c

$2.55

lbs 15c quality evaporated Peaches.
lbs 15c quality evaporated Prunes. .
lbs 10c quality evaporated Figs
1 carton 40c Fancy Prunes
; . .
1 lb Imported Figs
1 lb delicious stuffed Dates
1 35c Quaker Oats with China
1 Cream of Wheat : . ......
1 doz 20c quality Red Salmon
1 doz 15c quality Red Salmon. . ..
.
1 kit No. 1 Mackerel
Knox's Sparkling Gelatine
.36c Welch's Grape Juice
......

1

....35c
...55c

...$1.10
. . 10c

...20c
....10c
...18c
.

20c

.'..15c

...50c
...50c
..38c
..35c
..20c
...20c

6
5
6

.

.30c
..14c

$1.80
$1.40
.$1.35

.

66c

"

-

-

Jumbo Jersey Cranberries per quart . .
1
1

30c Richlien Catsup
36c Oyster Cocktail Sance

Swift's
t101bb Pail
"

61b Pail
101b

"

Premium Lard

'.'.'

Silver Leaf Lard..

"

"

..10c

-

..25c
..50c

"

"

Two Frames of Full Weight Honey

:

i

C:r 7i
CalS 3

...

1

!

.

.
. .

cans Green Chili . . . .
4 10c Bakers Sweet Chocolate
1 milk pail Coffee
Dollar can Ricbelien Coffee
8 lbs Arbnckle Coffee
6 lbs Seven Day Coffee
2 lbs Golden Gate Coffee.
2 lbs Amber Coffee
1 dos cans Libby s Baked Beana
1 dos cans Great Western Hominy.
1

'

Quality of material is what
lates the price of our clothing, and
not the style, as it costs no more to
put in the style than it would to
make them 3ike grandfather used
i
yLONGWORTH I
to wear." So we insist on the style
and get it.
Come in today and see the splend'd showing we are making of Spring
, t
.
i
- ,V
Clothes for Young Men.
Boys'
and:
Clothing,
our
to
special
given
attention
have
we
This season
we
ever
have
trousers
Boys"
Knickerbocker
suits with
have the largest line of
had. Can also give you boys' suit with two pairs of trousers for the same as
you would pay for one elsewhere.

..35c

Only $2.25
Regular $3.00

25c
.20c

....20c
..

.

25c

.... 68c

.$1.35
63c

:............. ......$1.25

NOTE Swift's lard has recently advanced but
we offer at tha same low figures.

One Dozen Large Fancy Lemons - - - 20c

a- -

1 9

n

;

JOYCE-PRUI- T

CO.

V

ROSWELL DAILY RECORD

WAR BETWEEN MCARAU 3UA AND SALVADOR
Santa Cruz, " Hex, Mar. 4. The

1

llrjss FcrrM:rs

.&

d.
Ear
steamer Heather, which arrived here
today from AJutl brings news Uiat i
war is inevitable - between Nicarau-gu- a
and Salvador, and that troops
Manager are being
.Bualn
mobilized' by botih coun C;t JD'jr Pri:ss Bsfore You Cuy
Editor
tries. The tattle ship Presidente, L.
wiiich. comprises the
of Winslow's Steel Boiler, Ball Bearing,
If. If., aader the Act ot Conffnaa of March 8. 187S Salvador, has sailed under sealed or- Adjustable Katea, the Best.. . .$3 ou
"
;
ttc&'
ders, presumably to bombard
Winslow's Steel 'Boiler,- - Adjustable
.
rauguan porta...
r . ...
,,j j Skatei . . i t . v. ; . . . . , , 4 . . . . $1 60
'
..
o- OF SUBSCRIPT ON.

DEMOCRATIC IN POLITICS.
A. TOCKITTT

Batorad If ay 19,

190. a

s

Bora-al-

l.

..nttavy

The Following Message Explains Itself.

:

TERMS
Per Week
Per Month

Dally,
Daily
Daily.
Daily.

Yflur Last Chanco!

V

C. k. MASON

QIORQI

tti Ifcrtare

SscKd-Han-

.

.......15o
60o

.

Per Mouth, (In Adranoe)
Ona Year (In AdTanoe)

......

...rt..-....60- o

".

"

,

.

THE COOPER TRJAL.
NaehvUle, Tenn., Mar. 4. When the

murder case opened
5.00 today it marked "the openinj of the
seventh week of the famous 'triaL
Cooper-Sharp- e

1

r

'

-

PITBIilSHSD DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY BY RECORD PUBLISHING CO

MEMBER ASSOCIATED PRESS.
St. Louis. Mar. 3. Wool unchanged
Wisconsin Senator
Madison, Wis., Mar. 4. Isaac SteU. S.
phenson today was
U. S. WEATHER BUREAU.
Senator by the Joint assembly on the (Local Report Observation Taken at
23rd .ballot, having received 63 out of
6:00 a. m.)
123 votes cast.
RoswelL N. M., March 4. Tempera
o
ture, max 71; min. 37; Mean, 54. Precipitation in inches and hundredths,
MRS. PERKINS GUILTY,
BUT TAKES AN APPEAL. 00. Wind, dir. N; veloe. 2. Weather
Mary
against
case
Mrs.
The test
clear.
Belle Perkins, on the charge of con- Forecast for Roswell and Vicinity:
ducting a private sanitarium within
and Friday stationary
Fair
the city limits in violation of the new temperature.
Temperacity ordinance regulating such instiMarch 4. Comparative
tutions, came to an end yesterday, ture data, Roswell.' Extremes
this
when Justice A. J. Welter gave his date last year, min. 42-- max. 85. Exopinion and verdict, finding the de- tremes this date 15 years' record,
fendant gulHy and fixing her fine at Max. 85, 1908; Min. 24,1898.
d.

To-nig-

i

;

.

WANTED: - Success ' Magazine requires the services of a man' In Roswell to look after expiring subscriptions and to secure new .business
by means of special methods unus-- '
ually effective; position' permanent;
prefer one with experience, ' but
would consider any applicant with
good natural qualifications; salary
$1.50 per day, with commission option. (Address, :witlr ' references, R.
C. Peacock, Room 102, Success Mag
azlne Bldg., New York.
.

o

FRITZ & CRAVENS PAY ' "
FIFTY CENTS ON DOLLAR.
The bankruptcy case of Fritz & Cra
vens, former druggusts at Hagerman
was given a final hearing yesterday at
the office of D. W. Elliott, the testi
mony being given before Mr. Elliott
as referee in .bankruptcy. The re
sult of the bearing was that the case
was settled by1' the payment of fifty
cents on the dollar on all claims.
Patton was here representing
the :bankrupt firm.

THE WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH

.

r

'

J 100

INCORPORATED

North

March 3, 1909
c--

.

Have just sold twenty-fiv- e
lots. Exceeded
our limit at present price. Wire instructions.

i

j

;

o

Totzek-Finnega-

Realty Co.

n

-

Earthquake on the Isthmus.
City of Mexico, Mar. 4. News has
been received here of an earthquake
shock last Saturday on the isthmus.
At Mozlnatla Chiapas all the buildings were cracked and many fissures
were.. caused in the earth. Shocks
THE LATEST.
were felt in., several places in the
Just received direct from Germany state ot Chiapis and also in the state
a big shipment of colored post card of TaJbasco. The natives are terror
views of Roswell and vicinity includ stricken, 'but no great damage is reing the Baptist, Presbyterian, JVCe ported, r..
thodist and Christian churches. These
o
views have never ibefore 'been shown. PRESBYTERIAN UNION
Ingersoll Book Stationery ad Art
UPHELD BY COURT.
Company.
Houston, , Tex., Mar. 4. The state
supreme court has decided that the
MORE OF. THE .HEREFORD VEAL Presbyterian Church of the . United
States. ius the rightful title to all the
TOMORROW,
T. C. MARKET.
church property formerly owned by
. C. K. Aden left last night on a three
the Cumberland Presbyterian church
weeks' business trip to Dallas and his as a result of the union of the two
bodies, the 'latter having tbeen abold home m Austin, Texas.
sorbed. The Cumberlands of Texas
refused to turn over considerable
The court holds that the union
was legally consummated.

Until we receive instructions we will continue to sell the
remaining few lots in

tt

.

SOUTH ROSWELL
WITH WATER, SEWER AND SIDEWALK.

$385.00,

.

Undertakers and Embalmer

L. K. McGaffey
o A. B. McGaffey,
Albuquerque, N. M.

To

Grimes yesterday .sentenced Lafayette
Dale to imprisonment for life and
Mrs. Jennie Geiger to imprisonment
for thirty years for the. murder of
Volney. Mann in October last. Mann
who was traveling through the. country with' a team, fell in .with Dale
and Mrs.' Geiger and they traveled
together. According to the story of
the woman Mann was killed far his
property. Later Dale and the woman
quarrelled and she denounced him. to
the Denver police. .
,;

'

'

MURDERER
SENTENCED TO
- IMPRISONMENT
FOR LIFE.
OgaJalla, .. .. Neto... Mar. 4. Judge

.

CO.

ROB'T C. CLOWRY, President and Gan'l Mgr.

Hills & Dunn
Main St

PboneJKo. 69. S

.

Ein-me-

UHery Furniture Co.

Children's Skates, metal Rollers. 1.25
We can put. new .Rubber Tires
on Youf Baby Buggy
t
i

:

On Easy Payments

.

Telephone No.

Ambulance Service.

75

Realty

Totzek-Finneg- an

PHONE

NO.

304.

Co.,

215

2

NORTH

Sole

Agents

MAIN ST.

"THE OFFICE WITH THE WHITE FACE."

J

pro-tlo-

$25 and costs. The defendant's attorney, U. .S.- Bateman, at once gave no-

o

tice of appeal to the district court,
so the trial before the justice is only
the preliminary skirmish. Judge Welter's opinion was quite lengthy and
recited all the important points considered in making up the verdict.

'

Delicious Roast Beef.
Makes the most substantial dinner
but an awful disappointing one when
you get. the tough stringy kind that
you sometimes get. "We do not handle that kind. The best beef coming
to the city is none too good for our
customers U. S. Meat Market. Telephone No.31.
12tf.

BOELLNER, THE JEWELER,

IS IN HIS NEW 6TORE.

Boellner.'the Jeweler, is now
located in his own new store at 316
N. Main street, , and now has his
stock so arranged that it makes a
very neat and attractive display.
Mr. Boellne? has been in the jewelry business In Roswell for five years
nd was formerly located in the south
half of the First National Bank building, which caused him to 'be somewhat crowded ; ibut notwithstanding
all this be has done a very prosper
ous business,, all of which he wishes
to extend his appreciation, and trusts
that all his friends and patrons will
continue to give him their hearty support and patronage.
1m

B.

g

Spray Machines For Sale.
; Three Wallace Wheel Power Sprayers, in good condition at reasonable
price. Can be seen at our orchard.
Southspring Ranch & Cattle Co. ltf.

-

'

-

THE MORRISON

Live Stock Market.
Kansas City, Mar. 4. Cattle receipts, 4,000. Market strong. Southern
steers, 4.50g! 6.25; southern cows, 3.00
4.75; native cows and heifers, 2.50
.00; 8tockera and feeders, 3.75(g)
6.40; bulls, 3.25 5.00; calves, 4.00
4.75; western steers, 4.80 6.40; cows
"

6.75

Sanitary security and bathing comfort are yours when your
bath room fixtures are sanitary and your plumbing modern.
"taUdatsf. baths and lavatories 'are sanitary, durable and
beautiful
our plumbing work modern and our prices reasonable;
We sell these famous fixtures and combine with their installation
the workmanship which has made our reputation.
Repair work giveb prompt and expert attention. - -

I

ROSWELL

.

Sheep receipts. 6.000. Market stea-ddMuttons, 4.755.90; lambs. 6.50
7.50; range wethers, 4.254.67; fed
'
ewes, 3.00 5.35
D. H.
through

after a

Legal

it

We Announce the
New Styles for Men...

1

The authoritative styles for
spring and summer, 1909, are now
on display at this store largely
we are glad to say garments made
by the

House of
Kuppenheimer.
The cut, the fit and the finishing of clothes made by the House
of Kuppenheimer are beyond eriti- cism.' Master workmen in "every
department have helped to build
them to the place they occupy
-

TKE HABIT OF BUYING

CANDY at
KIPLING'S

today.

!

I

It's a Good Habit Get
L Coac in and let us

blk CANDY to you.

H;::riG::.::rSt:re

vii

HARDWARE COMPANY.

Oklahoma Block,

PHONE ISO. 8.

ili

1

Cheap Lots in
South Roswell
t

h

$18.00 to $35.
!

ito
ito

ft
vi
ft

T
w
to
to
to
to.
to
to

g
to
to
to
to
to

V

EXCLUSIVE

Bringing out' the new creations that will set thtr vogue for modish followers of fashion. Introducing the real smart creations that will impel admiration because of their
:
distinctive beauty.

Our Guarantee
Always Goes.

,j

7
-

tof

to
to

to
to
to

to
to
to

to

is planned to exemplify our supremacy for style, high class materials and superior workmanship, while the values are unequalled in America.
We aim to compete with the made-to-ordtailor, and not the manufacturer. We
beyond
shadow of a doubt that it is possible to
you
prove
garments
the
to
want our
to
results here at ready-t- o wear prices.""
obtain made-to-ord-

to
to

dy lI
vlD

to
to
to
to
to

1

er

er

VM

T1E1"

Tailor-mad-

e

three-piec-

e

e

TU lln.., U
fnr Unmnn onrl llinonn present a Handsome showing of th
I lie iicir nolo lui it uiiicn aim miooco natest leas now shown in New York

City.

SEC OUR HATS.

NEW ARRIVALS:
The Vary Newest in Men's and Young MenVSuits,

to
to

to

to
to

to

to
to
to

to
to
to
to
to

to
to

to
The Latest in Men's Hats and Shirts, &

The Newest Ideas in Shoes for Men and Women are Here.
This Store is the Heme

f High Class Merchandising at Low Prices.

to

to,

to

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

Our Offering of $25 New Tailored Suits.

to

'

Oiaw

ID

BROS.' STORE

suits in
at twenty-fivand up.
upon
of our productions,
dwell
We
w
the
distinction
I llM I I Id
keeping this feature continually before us as the one end and aim to make oar produHi ctions appeal to you in terms that your good taste cannot mistake.

to
to

' Ccernfrt 1909
TKH .rfKun ilTani

THE MORRISON

And Particularly Smart Ideas in New Spring
Tailored Suits for Women at $25.00

to
u

.

11,

i

il

LEVIS, Jr.,

Room

n

il

Burditt. of Lakewood, passed
last night on his way home
business visit in Texas.
blanks at Record Office.

HUGH

to

a.

BROS.' STORE.

G

il

OUR EXTRA SELECT OYSTERS
WILL PLEASE THE MOST EXACTING T. C. MARKET.

Hog receipts. 14,000. Market 5 cents
lower. Bulk sales, 6.20 6.50; heavy,
6.45 6.60; packers and butchers.. 6.25
6.50; 'light.' 6.00 6.35; pigs, 4.75

Real Spring Lambs at Independent
W. P. Lewis left last night for Hope
to spend a month or two improving Market, Phone 94.
2tf.
o
place.
his ranch near that
O
L. C. Slavter was here from Hagerman yesterday on 'business for ihe
The Poor Man's Friend.
Over $300,000 ihave (been loaned in Deeded Land Real Estate Company.
Roswell on the Building & Loan plan.
o
Hundreds have been assisted in seLATEST.
THE
curing a home. Are you one of them,
Just received direct from Germany,
or are you still paying the other felbig
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surate with tne coast' Una, the gover
nmental resources and the foreign
trade of our nation; and t wish. to. re
iterate all the reasons which he has
presented in favor of the policy of
maintaining a strong navy as the (best
conservator of our peace' with other
natrons and the best means of securing respect for the assertion of our
rights, the defense of our interests
and the exercise of our influence in
international matters.
Our international policy is always
to promote peace. - We shall enter In
to any war with, a full consciousness
of the. awful consequences that It al
ways entails, whether successful or
not, and we of course .shall make ev
ery effort consistent with i national
honor and the highest national inter
est, to avoid a resort to arms. We
favor every Instrumentality,; like that
of The Hague Tribunal and arbitration treaties made with a view to its
use in all international controversies,
in order to maintain peace and to

be unwise or excessive paternalisai. the 15th Amendment bas." not " been
There te one other matter to wbich
The promise to snepay by the Govern-- f generally observed ta'v the past, it I' shall refer. . it
the sub
to
ought
penden
to
ment will furnish an inducement
be observed, and the
ject of' great ntroversy during the
savings deposits which private enter- cy of Southern legislation
is election, and calls for at 'least a pass
IV
prise cannot BuppJy, and at such .a low toward the enactment of ' electoral ing reference now. My distinguished
rate of interest as not to withdraw qualifications which shall square- - with predecessor has given much attention
custom from existing banks. It will that amendment. Of course, the mere to the cause of labor, with whose
substantially: increase the funds avail adoption of
constitutional law is struggle for. better things he, has
sympathy. At
able for investment as capital in only one step m- thes right direction. shown the sincerest
useful enterprises. It will furnish the It must be fairly and justly enforced his instance. Con stress has passted
absolute security which makes the as well. In time both will come. the 'bill fixing the liability of inter
proposed aoheme of government guar- Hence it is clear to all that the domi- state carriers to their employes for
anty jot deposits mo alluring without nation of an ignorant, irresponsible injury sustained in the course of em
element can be prevented by constitu ployment, abolishing the rule of felits pernicious results.
I sincerely hope that the incoming tional laws which shall exclude from low servant and the common law rule
congress will be alive, as it should voting both negroes and whites not as to the contributory negligence and
be, to the importance of our foreign having education or other qualifica substituting therefor the
My Fellow Citizen :
other legislation at the extra session.
trade- and of encouraging it in every tions thought to be necessary for a rule- of comparative negligence. It
Any one who takes the oath I have I venture this as a suggestion only,
way feasible, a The possibility of in proper electorate. The danger of the has also passed a law fixing the comlust taken must feel ft heavy weight for the course to be taken by Congress
creasing this trade in the Orient, in oontrol of an ignorant electorate has pensation of government employes for
of responsibility. If not. he faas no unon the call of ' the executive, is
of
the Philippines and in South. America therefore passed. With this change, injuries sustained in the employ
conception of the powers and duties wholly within its discretion.
are known to everyone who has giv the interest which many of the South the government through the ; negliIn the making of a tariff bill, the
of the office upon which he is about to
en- the matter attention.
The direct era white citizens take in the welfare gence of the superior. It also passed
and the se
enter, or he Is lacking: in a proper prime motive is taxation,
effect of free trade between this coun of the negroes has increased. The co a model child labor law for the Dissense of the obligation which the oath curing thereby of a - revenue. .uue
try and th. Philippines will be marked iored men must base their hope on trict of Columlbda. In previous admin
; imposes.
depression
largely to the (business
upon the sale of cottons, agricultural results of their own industry, self-r-e
istrations an arbitration law for InterThe office of an inaugural address which followed the financial panic of
But we should be blind to machinery and othert manufactures. straint, thrift and business success. state commerce railroads and their
; Is to give a summary outline of the 1907, the revenue from customs and avoid war.
as upon the aid and comfort employes, and laws for the applicamain policies of the new adminlstra-- other sources has decreased to such existing conditions, and should allow The necessity of the establishment as well
they may receive tion of safety devices to save the li ves
tlon, so far as they can be anticipated an extent that the expenditures for ourselves to become foolish Idealists of direct lines of steamers between and sympathy whichneighbors
of the and limbs of employes of interstate
North and South America has been from their white
I have had the honor to be one of the the current fiscal year will exceed the if we did not realize that with all the brought
to the attention of Congress South. There was a time when the railroads had been passed. Additionnationas of the world armed and
advisers of my distinguished prede- receipts toy 100,000,000. It is Imperawar, .we must' be oursel- by eny predecessor, and by Mr. Root Northerners who sympathized with al legislation of this kind was passed
cessor, and as such, to hold up hid tive that such a deficit shall not con- prepared,for
in aV similar condition, in order before and after bis noteworthy visit the negro in his necessary struggle by the outgoing Congress.
barnls in the reforms he has initiated. tinue, and the Cramers of the tariff vesprevent
other nations from taking to that continent, and I sincerely for better conditions sought to give to , I wish to say that in so far as I can
I should be untrue to myself, to toy bill must of course have in mind the to
the suffrage as a protection, and I hope to promote the enactment of
promises and to the declarations of total revenues likely to be produced advantage of us and of our inability hope that Congress may be induced him
defend our Interests and assert our to see the wisdom of a tentative effort to enforce its exercise against the ; further legislation of this character. Ithe party platform upon which I was bv It. and so arrange the duties as to to
nrevailing sentiment of. the South. am strongly convinced that the Govelected to office, If I did not make secure an adequate income. Should rights with a strong hand. In the in to establish such lines by the use of The
movement proved to be a failure. eminent should make itself as respon- controversies that are like mail subsidies.
r, the maintenance
and enforcement ofe it be impossible to do so by import ternational
The importance which the Depart what remains is the 15tb Amendment sible to employes injured in its employ
duties, new kinds of taxation must be ly to arise in the Orient, growing out
those reforms a most important
question of the open door and ment of Agriculture and of Commerce
of my administration. They ware adopted, and among these I recom of the Issues,
to
the United States can and Labor may play in (ridding the have statutes of States specifying is made responsible jby federal law
directed to the suppression of the law mend a graduated inheritance tax. as other
and I shall be glad,
her interests intact and can markets of Europe of prohibitions qualifications for electors smbjected its employes;
lessness and abuses of power of the correct in principle and as certain and maintainrespect
with that whenever any additional reasonable
secure
for her Just demands and discriminations against the impor to the test of compliance
great combinations of capital Invested easy of collection.
This is a great protec- safety device can be invented to reThe obligation on the part of those She will not be able to do so, howev tation of our products is fully under amendment.
in railroads and in industrial enteris understood that she never stood, and it is hoped that the use of tion to the negro. It never will be duce the loss of life and limb among
prises carrying on interstate com-- I responsible for the expenditure made er, if it to
back up her assertion of the maximum and minimum feature repealed, and it never ought to be re- railway employes, to urge Congress to
merce. The steps which my prede-- . to carry on the government, to be as intends
right and her defense of her Interest of our tariff law to be soon passed will pealed. If it bad not been passed, it require its adoption by interstate railcessor took and the legislation pass-e- economical as possible, and to make by
anything but mere 'verbal protest be effective to remove many of those might be difficult now to adopt it; but ways.
on his recommendation have ac- - the burden of taxation as light as .pos
with it in our fundamental law, the
Another labor question has arisen
note. For these rea restrictions.
'
compllshed much have caused a gen- sible. Is plain and should be affirmed and diplomatic
sons, the expenses of the' army and
The Panama canal will have a most policy of Southern legislation must which has awakened the most excited
eral halt in the vicious policies which in eevry declaration of government navy
long
"be
to
so
obey
upon
it,
and
discussion. That is in respect to the
and will tend
the trade
and the coast defenses should al important bearing
created popular alarm, and have bro't policy. This is especially true iwhen
be considered as something tween the eastern and the far west as the statutes of the States meet the power of the Federal courts to issue
about in. the business affected, a we are face to face with a heavy de- ways
for, ern sections of our country, and will test of this amendment and are not injunctions in industrial disputes. As
much higher regard for existing Jaw. ficit. But when the desire to win the which the government must pay
they should not be cut off through grefely increase the facilities for tran otherwise in conflict with the consti- to that, my convictions are fixed. Take
To render the reforms .lasting, how- - 'popular approval leads to the cutting and
and tution and laws of the United States, away, the power to issue injunctions
ever, and to secure at the same time off of expenditures really needed to mere consideration of economy. Our sportation between the eastern
it would creis able to afford a suita the western seaboard, and may pos it is not the disposition or within the in labor disputes, and among
- freedom
from alarm on the part of make the government effective, and to Government
province of the Federal Government ate a privileged class
the laarmy
navy.
may
sibly
transcontinen
ble
revolutionize
a
and
the
suitable
It
proper
ob
accomplish
to
enable
progres
it
proper
it
pursuing
and
those
with respect to bulky mer to interfere with the regulation by borers and save the lawless among
maintain them without the slightest tal
sive business methods, further legis- jects, the result is as much to be con danger
reto the Republic or the cause chandise. It will also have a most Southern States of .their domestic af- their number from a most needful prothe waste of government
lative and executive action are need--e- - demned as unnecessary
There is in the South, a stron- medy available to all men for the
expenditure of free institutions, and fear of ad beneficial effect to increase the trade fairs.
Relief of the railroads from cer- funds in
s
of the ger feeling than ever among the intel- tection of their business against
law The scope of a modern government in ditional taxation ought not to change between the eastern seaboard
tain restrictions of the
and influential eleinvasion. The proposition that
policy in this regard.
United States and the western coast ligent,
have "been urged Iby my predecessor what it can. and ought to accomplish a proper
policy of the United States in of South America, and, indeed, with ment in favor of the industrial educa- business is not a property or pecuand will be urged by me. On the for its .people has been widened far theThe
Spanish War, and since, has igven some of the important ports on the tion of the negro and the encourage- niary right which can Ibe protected by
by
other hand, the administration Is beyond the principles laid down
America reached ment of the race to make themselves equitable injunction is utterly without
pledged to legislation looking to a pro the old lalssez faire school of political It a position of influence among the east coast of South west
coast. The useful members of the community. foundation in precedent or reason.
tper federal supervision and restric- - writers, and this widening has met nations that it never had before, and by rail from the
should be constantly exerted to secur- work on .the canal is making most The progress which the negro has The proposition is usually linked with
non to prevent execssive issues 01 popular approval.
made in the last fifty years from sla- one to make the secondary boycott
In the Department of Agriculture, ing to its bona fide citizens, whether satisfactory progress. The type of the
bond and stocks iby companies own
or naturalized, respect for them canal as a lock canal was fixed ny very, when its statistics are reviewed lawful. Such a proposition is at vaing and operating interstate commerce the use of scientific expepriments on native
We Congress after a full consideration of is marvelous, and it furnishes every riance with the American instinct and
a large scale, and spread of infonna as such in foreign countries.
.
railroads.
should make every effort to prevent the conflicting reports of the majori reason to hope that in the next twen will find no istvpport in my judgment
Then, too a reorganization of the tlon derived from them for the im. humiliating
a still greater improve when submitted to the American peoDepartment of Justice, of the Bureau provement of general agriculture, against any and degrading prohibition ty and minority of the consulting ment inyears
as a productive ple. The secondary (boycott is an inhis
condition
board,
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Recent in the shop and in other occupations to be made legitimate.
cutive upon those reports.
state Commerce Commission, looking siness of great railways and indus tries (because of race or religion.
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on. the Isthmus .to make the lock ericans. Their ancestors came here ing order without notice has in severencies, is needed to secure' a more sary investigation and prosecution of grants who can not be amalgamated redtype
of the canal less feasible than i years ago against their will, and this al instances been abused by its incon
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and certain enforcement of
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government
tax
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the policy detrmined flag. They have shown themselves the platform upon which l was elected
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half
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industrial combinations.
to live for it and to die for recommends the formulation in a staor of strict administrative regula on, led to a visit to the Isthmus of anxious
I hope to be able to submit, at the ago.
feeling tute of the conditions under which
ex It. Encountering the race.
competent
engineers
a
to
board
of
putting
The
into
diplomatic
laws
which
of
tion
force
by
negotiation
secured
Incoming
regular
session
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first
them, subjected at times to suoh a temporary restraining order
the Gatum dam and locks which againstInjustice
Congress, In December next, definite shall secure the conservation of our l sincerely hope that we may contin amine
growing out of it, they ought to issue. A statute can and
are the key of the lock type. The re cruel
suggestions in respect to the needed resources, so far as they may be with ue to minimize the evils likely to arise port
shows that nothing may well have our profound sympa ought to ibe framed to embody the
and the In the Jurisdiction of the Federal from such immigration without neces- has of that board
amendments to the
and aid in the. struggle they are best modern practice, and can bring
.occurred in the nature of newly thy
Including the most im. sary friction and by mutual concesinterstate commerce law, and the- Government,
should making. We are charged with the the subject so closely to the attention
govern revealed evidence which
changes required in the executive de- portant work of saving and res tor in. sions between
of making their path as ot the court as to make aibuses of the
the views once formed in the sacred duty easy
partments concerned In their enforce our forests, and the great improve ments. Meantime, we must take ev change
as we can. Any re process unlikely in the future. Amerand
ment of waterways, are all proper ery precaution to prevent, or failing original discussion. The construction smooth
ment.
of their: distinguished men, ican peopH. if I understand them, infunctions which must In mat, to punish outbursts of race feel will go on under a most effective or cognition
it is believed that with the chang- government
controlled by Colonel Gos- and appointment to office from among sist that the authority of the courts
es to be recommended, American bus volve large expenditure If properly ing among our people against foreig ganization
number, is properly taken as an ehall be sustained and are opposthals and his fellow army engineers their
iness can be assured of that measure performed, while some of them like ners of whatever nationality who have associated
with him, and will certain- encouragement, and an appreciation ed to any change in the procedure
of stability and certainty in respect tne reclamation or arid lands, are Dy our grant a treaty right to pursue ly be completed
early in the next ad of their progress and this just policy by which the powers of a court may
to those things that may (be done and made to pay for themselves, others lawful business here and to be pro ministration,
shall be pursued.
be weakened and the fearless and efif not before.
such an indirect benefit that tected against lawless assault or in
those that are prohibited which is es are . of
But it may well admit of no doubt fective administration of justice be IniSome type of canal must be con
cannot be expected of them. A Jury.
...
sential to the life and growth of all this
tame ted. The lock type bas 'been se- whether, in the case of any race, an terfered- with.
This leads me to point out a ser slected.
business. Such a plan must Include permanent improvement, like the Pa
Having thus reviewed the questions
of one of .their number
We are all in favor of having appointment
should be treated as
ious defect in the present Federal iu- It
the right of the people to avail them nama Canal,
to a local office iu a community in likely to recur during my Administrapossible.
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enterprise,
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risdiction which ought to be remedied must not now, therefore, keep up a which the race feeling is so wide- tion, and having expressed in a sumcapital and effort deemed necessary for by the proceeds of bonds, the is at once.- - Having assured to other fire in the rear of the agents whom we spread and acute as to interfere with mary way the position which I expect
to reach the highest degree of eooncv sue of which, will distribute its "cost countries by treaty the protection of
and facility with which the to take in recommendations to Conauthorized to do- our work on the the ease
mie efficiency, at the same time diff between the present and future gen our laws for such of their subjects have
local government business can be gress and in my conduct as an Eexcu-tivup
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be affirmed in even a more em monetary .methods. ., The
- important in the lone run than the
way of the Navy. A modern that
derived from such ex process of law. protection of proper-- !
perfecting of the reforms la respect to phatic
perts as they have found abroad will ty ana tne pursuit or. nappmess; and
anti-trulegislation and Interstate navy cannot be improvised. It must undoubtedly
be found helpful m the the 15th Amendment attempted to se
built and in existence when the em
commerce regulation, but the need be
against any depnva-ttoarises which calls for its use solution of the difficult- problem they cure me negro
for action when, the revision of the ergency
Jof the privilege to vote, because
and operation. ? Mr distinguished pre nave m nana. aa been, determined upon, is decessor
arf2
should he was ft negro. The 13th and ltth
has In many speeches and .The Incoming Congress
- .i
bone
Manufacturers.
fflmMllit to avoid embarrass.
messages set out with great force and promptly fulfill the promise of the Re Amendments have been generally en
.
IMMIII
- . . .. WatA
objects
have
.secured
forced
the
and
publican
pass
platform
proper
a
language
striking
.and
necessity
the
for
r f
1
th paaT of the tariff' maintaining a strong nary coaunen
.roetaj saving sanx mil it wni not for which they were Intended, While
aewa wirt to attempt no
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among ar peopie.
It now becomes my duty to take Ti
na! leave of yon; Land in doing so I
ibeg to return to won any prof onodest
THIS IS INAUCURA1. DAY
thanks ffor ute resolution which yon
my-have Just adopted, personal to
i
self. To receive a rote ox yoor an--1
OF
proval without division is an honor;
which i shall .'carry with me to the
end of my days and transmit to xnyi
41
children as a priceless legacy.
in these latter jdays much severe
criticism is heard of the Senate
AT
Washington. D.
March 4. With court dresses. The ambassador from the United States, 4rcrt it has alwaysso
been
4
since
oar
the
of
time
corps,
fathers
beeping
Italy,
was
simplicity and dignity in
the
the dean of 'the
with 'American traditions the mitia first to enter, being "followed by the and that it will continue 1 have-- no
procedure attending the inauguration ambassadors from lAustmaiHungary, doubt. The record of the Senate, to
of President of the United State3, France, Germany, Brazil, Russia, Mex which Its present membership has cob
is made and is oeyond re
which included the swearing in ol ico, (Great Britain, Japan and Turkey tributed, know,
'
I
of none (better made
and of all the in-- In the order named. They were given call.
the
legislative assembly anywhere.
cominz Senators, was conducted In seats near the central aisle immed anycny
Judgment k will stand com
the Senate Chamiber In the presence iately behind the space reserved for In
of a distinguished company consisting the members of the 'President's cabi parison with the record of tiie Senate
in its elder days, ft has .been writ
net.
of leading officials of the three r
IT IS ALSO
The House of Representatives form ten toy men learned in the science of
dinate branches of the government
government,
iby
inspired
patriotic
as
and the diplomatic representatives of ed in 'line in the corridor in the south purpose
'as actuated their illustrious 1
practically every nation of the world. ern end of the Capitol, and, accom'predecessors.
who were
In point of Interest the personality panied by members-elecThe Senate of the United States
of the men occupying seats on the soon to take their places in the next must
remain an important part of it
slowly to the Sen
floor of the chamber was equaled by Congress,
tndepeadeot,
coordinate
the gathering in the surrounding gal-- . ate door, which they entered two by tborougnly
branch of the "Government, neither ar
Series, "which were filled, with tlhe two. Speaker Canon, at the head of rogating
to itself functionsnot devolv
women who make up the social life the column was at once escorted to
ed upon it under the Constitution,
of the Capital and whose names are a raised chair on the left of the Vice- - nor,
the o fiber hand, subtracting
scarcely less generally known than President, members of the House and From uponlegitimate
powers. Its legis
its
taking seats assigned
those of their husbands or relatives members-elec- t
are vast, while its du
The lative dnties
who took part in the historic event. them throughout the chamiber.
A flood of light, softened by Its representatives were accompanied ty ties with respect to treaties and ap
to the pufbnc service are
We inaugurate
announcement
we are prepared for your Spring and
passage through the delicately tinted the House employes, who, together pointments
very great moment. A semrile
and artistic skylight In the lofty ceil with many of the official attaches of of
Summer trade.
ing, was diffused throughout the beau the Senate, being unable to obtain Senate was not contemplated 'by its
The Senate is today as
tlful auditorium, an auditorium which seats were obliged to stand through- rounders.as ever
you
Perhaps
never
have
as much
thought
about it before, but a fact
Jealous
of its proper dignihas few rivals among the notable as- out the ceremony.
The doors leading to the floor of the ties and its just powers and as worcan
fashioning
sculpin
sembly chambers of the world. At
be
wood
painting
shown
as
or
in
in
into
furniture
thy as ever of the popular resnecft
eleven o'clock the gallery entrances Senate thad heen thrown open at elev and
ture. Our stock comes from the best makers we know makers who employ
confidence.
were thrown open to the holders, of en o clock for the admission of any
It requires no gift of prophecy to
persons entitled to seats there. And
cards of admission. Each Senator among
the best designers money can hire. Furniture here for every purpose. We
many
varied and com
those who arrived early were foretell that
had ibeen given two representatives
plex questions' will come here for soone of these cards without which officers of the army and navy, who lution
can
equip a house, no matter what it's size, from top to bottom, or the largest
in the not very distant future
guests Were not permitted to ent3r had received the thanks of Congress,
which will have a potentia.1
hotel in the country. We make it easy for young folks to begin housekeeping
the Senate wing. The demands of which entitled them to the privilege bearing upon
the very structure of rethose who desired to witness this of taking part In the ceremonies. They publican government
by suggesting and having the goods they need and want.
Prices speak for
Impor
great quadrennial event were so great were attired m full dress uniform. tant influence upon and an
our social aftd inthat the exclusion became, necessary. made picturesque toy silver and gold dustrial systems. To
themselves. Call and get ideas for house cleaning time.
you who shall
Every detail of the ceremony had ornaments. Admiral Dewey and Gen- remain,
and to your successors, tlie
been arranged in advance with the eral Bell were also present in full country will
ALL ARE MOST CORDIALLY WELCOHE
look, for a solution which
greatest care, and the Senate officials uniform as the official representatives will ibe
genius
in
harmoiw
with
the
of
were active in seeing that nothing of the Army and the Navy.
The committee on arrangements in American institutions and which will;
occurred to Interfere with the execucomport
Inour
with
best
national
charge
ceremony
of the
of inaugurattion of the program. The Senate
terest .
f
chamber which had so recently 'been ing the President and
Senate, it Is sometime said, is ask Thine Almighty help and blessing not one of the makers of the law. 'His association with men of high ideals
the scene of anuch confusion, due to consisted of Senators Philander C. notThe
always. responsive to the popular as tney oversee this People, as they duties are rather to regulate in this and patriotic purpose.
the long hours incident to the clos- Knox of Pennsylvania; Henry Cabot
for the Common Life and wel- toody the methods of making them;
"I accept sir, from your hand the
ing of the Sixtieth Congress, had re- Lodge of Massachusetts and Augustus win. sucu assumption is erroneous. care
by the record of (legislation fare of the land.
to regulate not in accord with his will gavel with the earnest hope that I
ceived at least a superficial overhaul Octavlus Bacon of Georgia, on the judging
We pray for them, for the People, and ideas, ibut in accord with the may measure up to the standard you
Ing, and from the
point part of the Senate and Representa- accomplished . The will of the people
this may .be that Happy Nation rules which you yourselves have es- have set and if I do I feel that I shall
of view presented a creditable ap- tives James Francis 'Burke, of Penn finds. utterance In the public law in that
of the
sylvania; 'Horance Olin Young,
of due course; not that will which is the; wnose tiod is the Lord; that every tablished. It is for the presiding off- have met the expectation
pearance.
passionate expression of man may bear his brother's burden. icer to require you to act in confor- most exacting."
The end of an especially trying ses- Michigan, and John Wesley ' Gaines, unreasoning
the moment, twit that will which is that every man. may follow in our mity with your self imposed regulaIn the reorganization of the Senate
sion of Congress, with a vast amount of Tenn.. on the .part of the House. the
Senators
fruit of deliberate, intelligent re Master's footsteps, all living for each tions just as it is the duty of the Su- the swearing in of thirty-on- e
This committee escorted Mr. Sherman
of legislative work, left to be
or elec
and each living for all."
preme Court to determine if your ac- who had 'been either
elect, to the cham- flection.
during the last hours, had the
The Senate of the United States
The proclamation of the 'President tion 'is in accord with the Constitu- ted for the .first time, was the nex-- J
many .of the Senators and ber and later performed the same ser
found
.Representatives thoroughly fatigued, vice for the President and the Presiden- was designed toy our fathers to ibe a convening the Senate in extra session tion. Two decades of service in this order of business. These Senators
Capitol, though not in this Chamber, came forward in groups of four. In
Each of these distinguish deliberative chamber In the fullest was then read and theVice-Presiden- t
as they had been able to obtain com- t-elect.
Ibest sense a chamber where the delivered his inaugural address. Mr. have impressed me with the weight of nearly every case being accompanied
paratively little rest for several days ed personages 'received his full quota and
Senatorial responsibility, and the val- by their colleagues, and the oath of
and nights. But when the hour of of attention, and although the rules passions of the hour might be arrest Sherman said:
ue of Senatorial duty well done. It is office was administered to each iby the
noon approached and found them In of the Senate fonbid applause there ed and where the ibetter judgment of
'Senators
no
is
re
to
There
need
Each of the senators
the people would And ultimate ex cite the history of this great body, neither well to minimize the former
the chamiber, there was only a slight was a pronounced demonstration in pression.
Those who in their unre-- ' prouo or it tnougn we be; nor yet to nor exaggerate the latter but to have had relatives and friends in the gal
Indication of the strain to which they Hhe Railleries which
fleeting moments would sweep
leries, and there was much manifesit suggest methods which might in com iboth ever In mind.
had been subjected. The entire mem- Fairbanks, who was in the chair, did away
tation of interest as each group found
bership of the Senate had been seat- not hasten to suppress. During these gest would overturn one of the stron ing time enhance Its usefulness. The
great
am
aware
the
burden
"I
that
safeguards of our political fab world knows the one and you under- Is on your shoulders, not mine. I do its way to the front of the chamber.
ed at the right of the presiding off- outbursts ladies waived handkerchiefs
icer, and facing him. Nearly the en and each of the recipients of this at- ric;
not, however fall to realize that I have
I
cannot sever the personal ties stand the other.
Barbers' Grand Ball.
tire left side had been reserved for tention made smiling acknowledge-- '
'In a gbvernment for and toy the duties to perform which require indus
here with people
The Barkers' Union of Roswell will
the diplomatic corps and members of ment. Mr. TSft raised his eyes to the which have been formed your
try,
a
a
tem
mind
and
controlled
clear
necessity
clearly
of
defin
the
grateout
deep emotion. I am
and a
the House of Representatives, while Senators' gallery in which Mrs. Taft
strive to perform such give a supper, entertainment
the rights and limitations of the per. I shallcourtesy,
special seats in the front row were and other members of his family were ful debtor for countless courtesies and ing
dance at the skating rink Wednesday
impartiality
with
duties
and
several
is
branches
thereof
manifest.
asyour
generous
kindnesses,
and to
evening, March 10. All union members
set aside for the memtbers of the Su- seated, and nodded recognition. Mrs.
years has demonstrated fairness.
sistance and thoughtful forbearance An hundred
preme Court of the United States, Taft responded with a smile.
and their friends are invited. There
sightedness
the
am
wisdom
and
Inducted
into
the
of
"I
far
the
am
indebted for whatever success
The two most conspicuous seats In
will be some short addresses. 12t3fp
who attended In a :body. and for cabdigniof
appreciation
framers
that
which
with
of
instrument
has
the
may
my
Preas
have
efforts
attended
the Senate were reserved for the
inet officers.
ty
'legis
furnished
lofty
place
our
foundation
ihonor
the
and
of
of
the
and
sident
of
Senate.
the
Every available seating space
In President and President elect, both Of
It gives me pleasure to acknowl lative action. The Vice President is with pleasurable anticipation of close Correct legal blanks at Record.
the galleries was filled. The array whom faced the presiding officer, the edge
very great assistance which
the
of beautiful gowns worn by the lad- President in the front row on the
ies presented a scene that suggested right side of the aisle, and the Preside- the Chair has siways received from
on the left. Members of the officers of the Senate and from
a social, rather than an official occa- nt-elect
sion, and the waving of delicate fans the cabinet were also given places these efficient, faithful gentlemen at
and the buzz of conversation lent zest in the front row of seats near Mr. the desk.
For the able and distinguished citl-- '
and animation to the scene. In the Roosevelt, and the committee on ar
who has been chosen by the peofront, row of the Senators' gallery rangements were seated near them. sen
Mrs. Sherman was at once escort ple to succeed nte I 'bespeak that con
were the families of the President
ed up the steps to the desk of the siderate and effective support which
aua me
iuiu rTresiteeirt-eietand was given a seat you have given me.
and the
I wish you each many years of
Mrs. Taft was there with her daugh- on his right. There the oath of office
u
to the Interests
ter 'Miss Helen Taft and her son was administered to him by Vice- - strength and devotion
country
welcommon
of
our
whose
being
President
Fairbanks,
this
college
Taft,
the
Robert
both home from
to ibe present on this occasion, to- first functions performed after the ga fare and whose honor yon hsve
gether with "Charlie," the youngest thering of the assemblage. Mr. Fair sought to safeguard and advance with
member of the family, who wis banks raised his right hand and Mr. ceaseless vigilance and unvarying
ibeaming
with anticipation of the Sherman assumed a like position. The
Joyce-Pru- it
Undea the operation of law we
great event in which his father was words of the oath of office were pro
the close of the Sixtieth Con
central figure of interest. The Presi- nounced in a clear resounding voice reached
gress,
and it becomes the duty of the"
dents brothers, Charles P., Hemry W., and the response was distinctly heard
and Howard, were also present, as in every portion of the chamber, Ohair to declare the Senate adjourned
were Mrs. Roosevelt, Mrs. Sherman, where, except as It was "broken toy without day.
XJ
As soon as Mr. Fairbanks had com
with her sons and daughter. Mors. the voices of the officials themselves,
quiet reigned supreme for the time. pleted his remarks
motion to ad
Fairbanks and members of the
family, and many others The ceremony was simple but of journ the Senate sine die was adopted
The gavel was then presented te
intimately connected with the chief tense interest and spectators were du
the new
ly Impressed.
and Millinery, as well as in the lesser lines
In .Ready-to-we- ar
and Mr. Sber
actors in this historic scene.
As Mr. Sherman lowered his right man at once called to order the Sen- The diplomatic gallery was reserv
Spring
Display
the
for the coming season is most comprehened in the main for the ladies of the hand it was grasped in congratulation ate of the 61st Congress, which ihad
cordially
we
sive
invite you to make us a visit whether
met
and
to
obedience
in
the Presidential
corps many of whom were familiar iby his predecessor and a ripple of
L
applause was heard throughout the proclamation convening an extraordi-:
-:
:
you
anything
or
not.
purchasing
contemplate
nary
session. Her. Edward Everett
monies of monarch ial governments, galleries.
At the Instance of Senator Culber Hale, the distinguished chaplain.-claand who witnessed for the fkrat time
heavy
; the simple
son,
a
silk robe, resembling the
chairman of the Democratic cau in
Induction into office of the
worn by the justices of the Su
. Chief Magistrate
of the great Repab- - cus , the Senate adopted the follow- - gowns
Millinery Modes
Silk
lvc. Everywhere there were beautiful lng resolutions expressive of Its appre preme CJourt of the United States, in
women with faces radiant in antlci- cianon or the able and impartial man voked the divine blessing, and In con
requested
assem
elusion
ner
which
the entire
in
the
pation of the historic proceeding.
had
presided over that body during four blage to join in pronouncing the Lord's
To describe our ehowinp; of this
Milliftery Styles as interpreted
While the galleries were being flll- years,
response
Prayer.
was not very
The
as
ioiiows:
ed the principals' in the drama were
npthwill
season
season's silk is out of the qoes- leave
here
- extent
this
toot
general,
thewas
to
RESOLVED,
it'
that
That the thanks of
assembling in readiness to enter the
in
dress
either
tion. Patterns and shades are
desired
be
ing
ato
(brief
resembled,
occasion
the
hereby
the
are
for
Senate
tendered to
I ohamber, according to thoroughly or- Of course our
too many and exquisite to be
Hon. Charles W. Fairbanks for the time a religions rather than an official
Hats.
tailored
or
' dered arrangements.
The President dignified
Impartial and courteous man ceremony.
we
put into words. Any number of
in,
is
eomplete
but
not
stock
were- in- - the
and the- President-elec- t
Dr. Hale s prayer was as follows:
new weaves offered. The most
. PrsideniV room, the mural decoration ner in which he has presided .over its
in
all
variety
sufficient
the
have
"I will multiply any .people,- they
during the present ses
of .which, the work of the famous Bru deliberations
favored
silks aretbesofr. clinging
most
please
newest
models
to
the
not
shall
few.
he
sion.'
f mid I. has gained it the distinction of
can be made to fall in
kind
Millinery
Dep't.
exacting.
Uey
will
glorify
Our
that
not
them
I
Mr.
shall
Fairbanks
delivered
his
fare
being delayed iby the rush of (business
the long graceful lines. Our
been moved to the second
I during the close of the session, and well address,' referring with evident be small.
has
ts the rmHorm espport that Their congregation shall be 'estab
showing of silk is larger than
;
very bttslly occupied in the emotions
floor where we have more room
(been given; htm to the pleasant lished 'before me;
any
last hours of his administration. The had
previous year. : r : :: ::
season
showing
foTourtarge
this
And 1 will punish all that oppress
association throng out his adminis
and the
them.
Following
tration.
Is
text
Ms
the
of
elect Were In the almost equally ele- speech:
Their nobles- snail foe from them
.
gant apartmnt at the other end of the
. and their governor from the"
marble lobby, which is occupied by Senators: Again a new adminis selves
thfisa.
i the
throughout the se tration succeeds to the control of na L midst ofcause
will
him to draw near
eiorts of Congress, and is designated , tional affairs In conformity with the IAnd
he shall approach- unto me.
; as the
room. The di-- win of the people, expressed in their
And ye shall ibe my people and
plomatlc corps assembled in the kb- - sovereign capacity, under the orderly
will be your God.
i :by, where the ambassadors and mln process of the law. We witness the
The law shall not depart from them
impressive transference of national
. tsters- awaited an invitation to enter.
Be thou strong and of good courage
t
The entrance into the chamber of power is accordance with their wtH
the several bodies of officials was an- - deliberately recorded, with increased ed.Be not afraid, neither be discourag
We tn
nounced by Assistant Doorkeepers respect fer oar institutions.
For the Lord thy God Is with thee
Stewart and Keller, in clear distinct dulge the fervent hope that the ad
tones. . "The Supreme Court of the ministration which assumes authority withersoever thou xoesL
:- -:
:- -:
E"
Father Almighty: this Nation is in
i United States' was called, and
the under such agreeable auspices Will prayer
toefore Thee today. We thank
t rvenerable Chief Justice, followed by meet
In full measure our national
I the eight associate Justices . in their needs; that we may continue in happy Thee for Thine untold mercies m-- the
our Fathofficial gowns of black, and accom--1 accord wttn the powers of the world; past, for Thy guidance-tpanled by the officers oft the court. tnat peace; 00 artentmen
and pro ers and Thy- protection." and tolesainjg
our extended' to them.. And we ask Thee
came slowly, and all were conducted gress may. prevail tnroogbont
chairs, borders. and tsat-- ear ceantry may for the days toefore ..as, for the same
; to the large leather-covere-d
"
grow
In material strength ; and more (blessing, protection and ears. - Oar
i which had .been placed along the
) front of the ehamfber facing the Vlce-than that and better than 4mt, that Governor are from ourselves- and ontr
and on his right.
Then education, morsMty. Justice and pa- Rulers, from the midst of us. .Tby ser
' President
came the ambassadors and ministers triotism, which are our chief sources ants whom this People nave appoint
of foreign countries. In their gorgeous of pride, many continue to t increase ed to execute thslr Laws need-- and
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The advent of Spring Styles, as shown at
Co. is always looked forward
to with intense interest. Although it is
yet early, our advance showing is practic
ally complete and particularly beautiful.
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With pleasure we wish to announce that
Madam Schwarz recently of Denver Col.,
has opened up Dress Making Parlorson
our 2nd. floor. Mme. Schwarz comes very
highly recommended to us as being the
very best in Denver in her line.
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solicitor, went to Blida this 'morning j
ll
after spending: several xiays mi
and the lower part of the val
,
ley. : Mf anrl 'Mrs Oharles SO. Keves left
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WE NOW OFFER FOR SALE

spend a month looking after business
Interests.

Lots of Any Size

,

From Five Acres Up

Ray's Studio. Work good and price

1Wt

-

Misses ' Jennie Reeves and ' Jessie
Cain, returned to Ellda this morning
after a short visit with friends in Ros
well.

,

!.
Notice to Our Patrons.
W are compelled to make some
repairs on our bake oven, which wiU
require several days, so we will be
unable to furnish any .bread until
12t2
next Monday or Tuesday. STAR BAKERY.

LIBESAL TERMS IF YOU LIKE

---

6 per cent interest on Deterred Payments

Miss Lola Drought left this mora
ine for her home In New York City

after spending three months with her
friend Mrs. L. O. iFullen.
W W Ktnte nmuHm1
located in old Fire House stand. 99t26
horsus-shoe- r.

o

W.G. Hamilton, Agent.

,frs

M W Witt returned to her
near Kenna this morning after
spending ten days here with Mr. Witt.
Splendid lot for sale on Main street
claim

ROSWELL, N. M.

TELEPHONE 256.

cheap for

2

days, address box P.

O.

box 68 RosweU, N. M.

Mr.' and Mrs.' W."L."Marbut and
daughter, of Sweetwater, Texs ar
rived this morning to spend several
Id ays wftiile .looking
after improve
ments at their claim near Kenna. Mr.
LOCAL NEWS'
Marbut is landlord of the Oriental ho
dress. P. O. Box 69 RosweU New tel, one of the Ibest hostelries ' ot
v'
Mexico.
Sweetwater.
"
FOOD
CONCENTRATED
spent
Dick Davisson, of Hagerman
Boellner, the Jeweler, has It cheaper today
FOR SHEEP, HORSES-- AND
with relatives and friends in
HIDE
ROSWELL 'WOOL

this morning on a wool
buying trip to .points in the central
part of the territory.
Splendid lot for sale East front adA Dunn left

-

-

-

"LUC-ERNO-

RosweU.

R. M. Davis was ihere from Lake
Formulas for removing superfluous
Arthur today.
hair, 60 cents, for 'benefit of FederatYou had better read our add. of spec ed Charities. Want all orders in by
aj 'bargains In our regular space.
March 15. Address Nell R. Moore. 6
95tf.
RosweU TlUe & Trust Co.
James A. MeCatbe left tihl9 morning
C. H. Foster and S. W. Holder, of for him home in Oklahoma City after
a week here visiting friends
tfLake Arthur, were (business visitors spending
and seeing the country.
Wiere today. .
You Will Have to Hurry.
The Ideal flat iron cleaner costs onIf you get those fine trees from
ly a few cents but it saves dollars
worth of worry and trouble, for sale- CRUSE Cherries, pears, prunes and
of Ben Davis apat the Enterprise Hardware Co. It4- apples, a cheap lotPippins,
2 year olds
ples and Missouri
o
08tf.
a Also Elm and iblack Locust.
J. F. Hinkle ireturned today from
- business trip to Hagerman and Arte-sia- .
to
his
today
Dock Sears returned
home in Kenna, after spending severhere investing - In RosweU
" al days
FOOD
CONCENTRATED
property.
FOR SHEEP, HORSES AND
ROSWELL WOOL ft HIDE
COWS.
Rev. H. M. Smith wiH preach on
COMPANY.
"The only Sin That Damns," tonight
at M." E. church. South corner of 2nd
W. M. Reed returned today from a and Pennsylvania. Special music,
points
to
drwn
o
days
trip of several
"
this and the Rio Grande valleys.
CONCENTRATED FOOD
FOR SHEEP, HORSES AND
Get in the Procession.
ROSWELL WOOL ft HIDE
of the owners of fine COWS.
With
horses in RosweU and have yonr COMPANY.
expert
of
shoerhorse shod by that
Will Norris Jeft this morning on a
08tf.
CRUSE'S he is it on shoeing.
trip to Clovis and El Paso.
o
George Cazler was here from Dexand
Avery Turner
,
ter today.
d
general manager of the Eastern
.Mexico, left- this mornHugh Gage, of Carlsbad passed
a
through this morning on his way tn ing for his home In AmarHlo after
Clovis, where he has ibought and will visit here, and points down the roaa,
on railroad business.
close out two stores.
"LUC-ERNO-

k

LUC-ERNO-

one-ha- lf

-

vice-preside-

Rail-Toa-

of-Ne-

-

w

-

est

COWS.
COMPANY.

CBAVBS COUNTY ABSTRACT CO
T. P. Gayle, manager. Reliable aar
prompt.
4t2

ROSWELL TITLB ft TRUST CO.
ABSTRACTS, real estate aad loans

5i

A

ft

10;

,j

1vra rm lSlnrt.Vi

Main

street for sale by us. These
lots are nicely located m a
splendid residence section of
the citv. Sidewalks are in.
Some nice shade. In water
.and sewer district.

leading grocery store, nothing but

Miss Cora McCain is expected to
night from tMerrellton, Ala., for a visit with Miss Tonce Joyner.'
Will Beaty returned last night from
St Louis, where' he went to buy i .ma
chinery for the RosweU Steam Laun
dry.
Mrs. C. M. Mayes returned last ev
ening from an extended visit in Tex
as, having spent most or her time at
Fort Worth and Sherman; visiting her
daughter Miss Hazel, who Is In school
at Sherman, and her 'sister at Fort
Worth. She has been gone three
months.
., Independent
Meat Co., 'phone 94.
Our Meats need no ads.
Try our
Soap
Soap
Soap
Soap
--

Qrain, Fuel & Hide Dealers.

Butcher Shops.

Hardware Stores.

0. S. MIAT MARKET. Keeps aoth
Readyto- - wear Apparel.
ing dux" rat osst. uuailty our ROSWBLL HARDWARE CO. Wiol.
:
pipe,
.
hardwars,
sale
and
retail
motto.
v
pumps, gasoUnr engines, fencing,
MORRISON
BROS. STORM.
Outfitters in ready to weai apparal
INDEPENDENT HARDWARS CO.
men, women and children. MilBilliard-PoHalls.
Wholesale and retail everyxniag ia for
linery
a specialty.
hardware, tinware, water supply
Bowling, Box Ball, Billiards, Pool:
goods, haggles, wagvas. Implements
Entire equipment regulation. Pri and plumbing.
House Furnishers, i
.fats bowling and box oaU room for
Hills
Dunn. furniture, ' stsve3,
ft
ladles. Geo. B. Jewett, Prop.
Advertising.
ranges,
matting,
quilts; Everything
The successful Business Man Is
Ian Advertising Man. Let the people yon need to fit up your house. New anu
second-hand- .
100 N. Main. Phone 69.
Contracting & Engineering know what you hava to sell.
:

.

-

.

rm

ol

RIRXE & MUSSENDEN.
St, phone 464. Land

117 W. 2d

Jewelry Stores.
surveying and
Tailors, r
.mapping, 'concrete t foundations, HARRY MORRISON:
The lead
sidewalks, eartn-worand general lng and exclusive Jeweler. Watches,
f
contractmsr, i , ;
Merchaat tailor
diamonds, jewelry. Hawk's Cut Glass F. A. MUELLER:
All
guaranted.
Also does clean
work
and Pickard's
China. lag
and pressing. In rear of Tk
Sterling
plated
and
silverware.
I
Wigwam Cigar Stars.
Department Stores.- L. B. BOBLLNER.HuewtU'1
besx
JAFFA, PRA6ER ft CO. Dry good, Jeweler. A fuU Una cut glass, hand
painted China, diamonds, etc.
clothiag, grPcerle :wad - ranch up
k

.

hand-painte- d

;

;

pHea.

o

;

.;

W.. H. Rhodes returned last-nigfrom an 'extended business trip north
'

and east.
Alexander J. Niabet returned last
night from Portales,' where he' has
:
.been attending court.
George M. Slaughter returned last
night from a trip to his ranches in
r ,
the Panhandle.
Mrs. R.' C. Johnson, of Highmore)
S. D.,' arrived Jast night for a visit
with her parents, Mr. and MrSi H. J.
Thode, of Dexter. She was formerly
Miss Florence Thode, of Dexter. She
Is accompanied 'by 'her HtUe son Everett, and will 'be in the valley two
,
months.
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Garrett who Uve
45 miles east of Hagerman on the
Plains, left ilast night for their home
after spending two days here
-

-

x
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Undertakers.

for Prices

Lumber Yards.

i

-

LAND

ward went into business in Kansas
City for herself and her parlors were
considered one of the best places in

SCHWARTZ OPENS
DRESS MAKING PARLOR
AT JOYCE-PRUISTORE.
no
longer necessary for the lais

MADAM

Dr. Tinder

Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat
Specialist." Glaseas Accurately
J fitted ' '' Office-- -

that city.

T

It

Ramona Bid.

it

ed

:

"ids.

ce).?-brate-

-

-

SCRIP.- - RELIABLE

of

Emery-Bird-Thay-

-

it

o

NOTICE U. D. C.
The U. D. C.s will meet at. Miss
Greenlee's Friday, tomorrow at 2:30

o'clock.

2tl

.

'.

"

1

3

DAY!

08t8".

-

!

FOR RENT, i
WANTED : This week to seU, rent,
or hire, man to care for 20 acres of
land near city. No novice need ap-

ABSTRACTS.

d

As employe

and as her own manager she was eastern buyer of materials and in that
capacity visited the ibest markets of
both America and Europe. Moving
to Denver Madam Schwartz took a
place as head tailor in the exclusive
ladies' suit and cloak house of J. S.
Appel, one of the .biggest and best
places of that kind in the West.
Coming last December to ..visit her
daughter, Mrs. Prager Miller, it was
not the intention of Madam Schwartz
to go into business here. But she has
been induced to do 'so and in addition
to running a dress and suit making
establishment, will do all the fitting
for the ready made clothing depart- Company.
ments of the Joyce-PruShe will give special attention to
and party gowns and will ca-- ;
ter to the ibest trade of Roswell' and
the Pecos Valley.

-

ply.

PHONE NO. 91

'

Dry
Goods,
DILLBY ft SON. Undertakers.
Pri
Clothing Grocerfea. ' etc. Ths larg PECOS Y ALLEY LUMBIH CO- .vate ambulance, prompt service.
est supply house in th Southwest Lumber, shingles, doors, Urns,
paints, varniA amd glass.
Wholesale end R stall.
ULLERY FURNITURE CO.
Under
ROSWMLL LUMBBR
CO.
Oldest takers. 'Phone TSo. 75 or No. 111.
lumber yard in RosweU. See na for
Drug Stores.
all kinds of building materials and
palnL
ROSWELL ' DRUG ft JEWaTLRY CO.
Oldest drag Btors In Roswell. All Give us your orders for Pecos White
Sand.
:.
things
KEMP LUMBER CO.
People wno read the Dally
Record subscribe and pay for
TUNING P it, and have mosey to buy the
W. S. MURRELL, PIANO
Furniture Stores.
and Repairing. Graduate Chicago S goods advertised In th paper.
DILLEY
FURNITURE CO.
The Conservatory of Piano Tuning. Am9
' swelleac Ine of furaiture in Res- - ple experience. Work is guaranmy
best advertisement.
teed and is
ffl
welt; Hign qualities aad low pricec
348 E. 5th St., Phone 569.
881m"j
CO.

JOYCE-PRUI-T

dies of Roswell to send away for their
swell reception gowns, party dresses
or tailored suits and coats; for that
which has long been desired, a high
grade modiste, has at last been induced to locate in Roswell, in the person
DR. T.l E. PRESLEY
of Madam M. E. Schwartz, of Denwho today opened a dress making
Eye; Ear, Nose and Throat ver,
Company's
parlor at the Joyce-Frustore, and will
with that
Phone 130.
Oklahoma Block.
bouse in meeting the demands of tbe
discriminating class of trade. Her
quarters are the second story of the
Joyce-Fruibuilding, adjoining
the
Special
millinery department.
In our
our special bargain add.'
Madam Schwartz comes, to Roswell
The Southern House
95tf
regular space in this paper. '
with the highest recommendations
ROSWELL TITLE & TRUST CO.
Your Patronage Solicited
that could .be offered. She nas an exMeals 25 cts. perience in her preferred line of work
$1.00 per day.
MRS, R. B. JONES, lrop.
that makes her the ibest. Starting m
708 North Main St.
this line at tire age of eleven ye.tis,
she attained proficiency in the
establishment of John Shillito
Later she
of Cincinnatio, Ohio.
A. B. Gerrells returned to Artesia went to Kansas City, Mo., and held
last night after spending- two-- days a high position in the dress making
FOR SALE.
here taking the initiation " into the and fitting departments of the
Company. , She after
Elks. ' .
uamoina urouna. ; '
For rent, alfalfa and salt grass.094tdtw.
See Wyatt Johnson.
FOR SALE: Man's bicycle; $5 in
, quire at 600 Nj Lea.
12t3
Nicely
furnished
FOR RENT:
front room reasonable. No sick. 103
lOtf
East Bayard.'
FOR SALE: Pure bred white Wyan- dottes, white Leghorns and R. I.
Reds, eggs and stock. E. C, White,
,
288-09tf
rings. amies-applFOR SALE: Good pair-oto J. F. McMurray Farm. Ros
weU.

See

.........

tiM baaC

f

QJs

Th

.

Classified

TPlckiran

POS; Expert tuner, 25
years experience in Europe and America. Reference, Jesse French,'
Baldwin, Chickering Bros, and Kimball factories 420
Ave, phone 322.

BERNARD
CO.

it

tBairDj (SluOl&O

m

GROCERY

ROSWELL. WOOL A HIDE CO. Let
Real EstatcM
THE BONDED ABSTRACT AND SE- vm furnish you with your Grain, Coal
CURITY CO., 'Capital $50,000. .' Ab and wood, we bay aides, phona 30
stracts, titles guaranteed. Loans ROSWBLL TRADING CO. CsaLj A chaice aelecUaa of both city ana
farm property at good: figures to
i Oklahoma Block, ' "Phone 87.
Hay, and Grain. Always the beat. buyer Also money to loaa. Miaa
Neil R. Moora. '
act Secoad 3t P&ons 12. -

-

if

WHSTmTRN

J

o

-.-

Grocery Stores.

Abstracts

Today" is Inauguration Dayln the Shoe World, in

that it marks the
We am
opening of the spring season all over the United States.
styles for the fast approaching
showing th6 .snappiest,
warm weather; and invite you to call and look them over.

D. R. Brltt, Box 133, RosweU.
10t6

FOR RENT : Two - vacant rooms " on
North mm. 1526 N. Mo, Mrs. Mary
12t3
Perkins.
-

WANTED

- BETTER

i.

ardner.
WANTED: An experienced
08tf.
Oasis Raach Co.- -. - ;
WANTED: Young' giri to wash- din
ner dishes, 604 N. Kyv-.'-- w
Ha.
Worotn - to do general
WANTED:
housework. 501 Hi Ky. ; " : 12t3
-

--

STRAYED'

r

-

ff

t f

SHOES FOR LESS MONEY!

rni

THIRDAND MAIN.

IE

(SITJulPV;

OPPOSITE POSTOFFICE. ...

Mora

I
f
V

Three Hundred of the Best and Brainiest Families of Roswell have Z'.
Heeded the Above Admonition; and they J have made the very lov
average for the past year of only $2.74 per month. If they save
moneywhy not yoti?
f

-

--

v.

M

00KGAS

SM.

RANGE

A GAS

In order ; that II the balance of those families who
are so fortunate5 as tolive on the Gas Lines may enjoy the blessing of Cooking With Gas, we will give
each and every new customer who signs a contract
for Gas anU buys a range during the months of
March and April, one thousand feet of Gas on the
first month's bill.
.

"

WORTH LIVING AND
TIME TO LIVE IT IN

.

fit

FREE

6A5

A- -

TO;! THE LADIES!.

w

To every lady who now COOKS WITH GAS, we will give 500 feet of Gas free for every Gas range she
sells during the months of March and April. A $5.00 Gas iron free as First Prize to the lady customer who
A $2.50 Patent Gas Cake
sells the greatest number of Gas Rang.es during the months named above.Griddle, as Second Prize to the lady customer selling the next greatest number of Gas Ranges.
-

UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIALS:

Worth the Money in the Work it Saves
Roswell Gas Co.

Gentlemen:
"We have been using Gas at onr house
for several months, and are deeply pleased with it.
With four people in the family onr Gas bill averages
lightly over $2.00 per month t and we consider It
alone "
worth the money in the work it saves
WILL ROBINSON, Editor Register-Tribun- e.

Roswell Gas Co., Roswell, N, M.

,

..

Gentlemen:
a We have been using a Gas Are Light for
two years and it has given perfect satisfaction at all
times. It gives a splendid light andis very' reasonable in cost.
We take pleasure in recommending Gas for
Truly yours.
lighting purposes.
Payton Drug, Book & Stationery Co.
'

..

,

Roswell, N. M.,

'
Gentlemen;
I was among the first to begin using Gas
and it gives me great pleasure to state that I am
greatly pleased. I find it much cheaper besides the
saving of time and labor. Wishing you success ....
I am yours Respectfully,

Roswell Gas Co.

v

' '
V'
the following statement I am
only saying 'what any one of many nsers of GAS
might say. and I anticipate would gladly say if given
the opportunity.
For lighting purposes it is unequaled.
The light is soft, yet possessing more illumin-- 1
sting powr than many electric incandescent lights.
It is free from the glare that makes the electric
light so undesirable, and injurious to the eye.
In the matter of economy,' you pay
yon use. That is to say there is not a minimum
charge per month for the privilege of having a me
ter hanging on the back porch.
For cooking it is HOT, and still
-

-

-

MRS.

METHODIST PARSONAGE
.Roswell Gas Co.', Roawell, N. M.

Gentlemen:

Much Saving in Time and Labor
-

The Comforts are Gratis

For Lighting, Oas is Unequaled

The Gas Arc Light

The Most Economical Fuel
Roswell Gas Company:
I notice with pleasure that my Oas bill averages bat about $3.00 per month.
1 consider this the most economical fuel to be
bad in Roswell as my family is large and all of oar
cooking and bating is done with Oas. In fact if I
were given coal or wood free I would not now use it
as cleanliness and convenience of Oas is worth all
Yonrs truly.
it's costs.
R. P. BARNETT.

BCADA

for-wha-

;

.

'"

.

.lit

t

Roswell Gas Co., City.
Gentlemen:
Speaking in regard to the satisfaction given me in the use of your gas will say tb at
I have had gas installed for the past six months for
cooking purposes and also attached to instantaneous
heater for bath
I find the service is perfaet and that the cost is
far cheaper than any fuel that I have ever used. My
monthly bill for gas has been less than my monthly
bill for kindling wood has been heretofore, and the
comfoits that I derive from gas is gratia, as the cost
of fuel is less than cost of the fuel 1 us-- heretofore.
Aftr cooking thiee mealo per day and averaging ten baths a month my entire bill was on an
average of $1.20 per month.
Yours trulv,
CHAS. WIUTEUAN.
d

Sincerely,

FOR SUMMER COMFORT

J. H. MURRAY.

J. B. MATHEWS.

Remember that the small part of the last carload of Garland gas Ranges we have left
were bought during the depression last year, and of course we will be unable to make the
very low price we are now offering on the next car we buy. Buy early and save money
and enjoy the full comfort of Cooking With Gas during the coming hot summer.
-
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COOK WTHGAS

IB)

JD

Mi to

15
GauIIicizr Clccrx Phono 106.

CHEAPEST, SAFEST,
CLEANEST, QUICKEST

IT

WAY.
GAS STOVEd AND RANGES $5

to50.00.

.,

v

Save their cost in
a season. ,.
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